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Abstract 

This memo gives a brief introduction to the operation of the tele
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A - l ON THE M.I.T. DATASWITCH 

by J . H. '" " Ltzer, M. I. T. Project MAC 

This ~e~o gives a brief introduction to the operation of the telephone 

switching equipment used for data-terminal to computer interconnection at 

M. I.T. It is directed primarily at persons responsible for operation of 

computers with remote (terminal) access capabilities, since intelligent 

operation and planning frequently requires some understanding of the limi-

tations of the particular switching equipment used. 

The Dataswitch, as it is known, is a Bell System model 711 step-by-

step private branch exchange which is supplied and maintained by the New 

England Telephone Company. It consists mostly of racks of "stepping switches", 

which are basically electrically operated relays which allow connection of 

a single telephone line to any of the 100 (or sometimes 200) other lines. 

The _ M. I. T. configuration is described in table 1. 

The overall view of the Dataswitch is that two kinds of telephone lines 

converge on it; i ts function is to make appropriate i nterconnections among 

the lines as reques ted by persons dialing. 

How the DataSW:i_tch Works 

Lines which are assigned 4-digit numbers are known as loops. Loops 

a re usually used for typewriter consoles and are capable of either originating 

or r eceiving calls. 

The loop consists of a pair of wires, named tip and ring, across which 

is connected the tel~P.~?~~-- l"l:<mdseE __ (t~:n~-~---<:o~pleting t he loop and giving 

the name) or data signals are transmitted. Where the loop enters the 

- - ----- ---- ~---······----··-·----------------------------------------------------------
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dataswitch, a t h i :c d '-'• ... rc , t: re supervisory or sleeve* lead, accompanies the 

circuit to carry control ' ~als. All connections within the exchange are 

then 3-wire connections. For example, when a phone is taken off hook, thus 

closing the loop, the resulting change of resistance is detected by a relay 

at the exchange which grounds the sleeve lead accompanying the circuit. 

A special kind of line which has no assigned separate "telephone ·number" 

is known as an auxiliary trunk; auxiliary trunks are usually attached to 

computer ports, and have auxiliary trunk numbers which are related in groups 

to the single-digit numbers dialed to call tl1em. 

It is necessary to trace a call through the exchange in order to 

understand some of the exchange's limitations. When a loop is taken 

off-hook in preparation for making a call, a stepping switch known as a 

line finder goes into action, searching for the line which went off-hook. 

When it finds the grounded sleeve lead, it stops there, thereby completing ·~ 

a three-wire connection between that line and a second stepping switch, 

known as a first se lee tor, which is paired with that line finder. When 

this connect ibn i s complete, a dial tone is hea rd. 

The caller now dials his first digit. The dial sends out DC pulses 

corresponding to the digit dialed, across the tip and ring leads. The succes-

sive dial pulses cause the selector to clUnb up to one of the ten levels. 

When the correc t level is reached, the selector then scans across the ten lines 

-;'( 

On a manual switchboard, the chree wires go to the tip, center, and sleeve 
\. 

of the operator's phone plugs, the center wire being the one connected to 

the source of bell ringing _ current When necessary; t hus the names. 

! 
i . 
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on that l t::v el looking .:.' or cne that is not busy. If one is found, the selector 

stops and the originatin6 ·np is now connected to that line. If calling a com- · 

puter with a single digit number, the line connected to is one of the 

auxil iary trunks leading to a computer port. If calling a 4-digit number 

(another loop) the line connected to goes on to a second selector switch 

which will accept the second digit and repeat the process. In both cases, 

it is possible that all ten outgoing lines on the level were busy (a line 

is busy if another line-finder/selector pair has previously connected to it; 

this condition is detected by noticing that the sleeve lead is grounded) in 

which ca.se a busy signal will be heard by the caller. 

We have so far introduced enough ideas to discuss grading. If a computer 

has, say, SO ports, there will be SO auxiliary trunks from the Dataswitch 

to the computer. From the above discussion it should be clear that any one 

person who picks up his. phone and dials a one-digit computer number will 

only scan some set of 10 of the 50 auxiliary trunks, and will get a busy 

signal if all of that set of ten happen to be busy, even if some of the 40 

remaining auxilic,~: t runks are not busy. To help minimize the probability 

of such occurrences, different line-finder/selector pairs are connected to 

scan different groups of ten lines, and in different orders. In response to 

observed frequent busy signals from some line-finder/selector pairs, it is 

possible to ~ewire them to search over auxiliary trunks which are observed 

to be more lightly ~sed. This re~iring is known as grading. In order to 

measure frequency of busy signals , one particular computer trunk, with a counter 

attached, is placed as the tenth line on every selector. 

A fundamental limitation of this arrangement of S\¥itching equipment now 

becomes apparent: If 49 of the C•::mtputer po1.ts are in use, a potential 50th 
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user has only a .L ~ n - '"'.ne e of getting the ·unused port; 4 times out of 

5 he will get a busy c. :;. _,paL In other words, one cannot expect in practice 

to be able to make use of - -~ ' L auxiliary trunks simultaneously; one must have 

some number of spares in reserve. For example, a 50 user time-sharing 

system migh~ have to be prepared to accept calls on 60 trunks in order to 

keep busy signals acceptably rare while approaching the 50 user computer 

* limit. Note also that if one decides to temporarily throttle down to, say, 

15 users on the above system, the time-sharing system must still be prepared 

to accept calls on all of its 60 trunks, since one cannot predict which 

trunks will be drawn by the 15 users who are allowed to log in. 

The discussion above has concentrated on connections between loops and 

single-digit computer numbers. It is also worthwhile to explore inter-

connections between two loops, requiring that a 4-digit number be dialed. 

As mentioned above, dialing the first digit results in a hunt for a free 

second selector. There must be a pool of second selectors with some excess 

in it, just as there needed to be an oversize pool of auxiliary trunks beflore. 

Dialing the second digit causes the second selector to climb to an appropriate 

level, and hunt fe-r an unbusy line (hunting over ten again) and connect to 
I 

it. Since after dialing two digits, the field of choice is now narrowed down 

to 100 possible telephone numbers, the line coming out of the second selector 

*If one presumes calls to originate at random with respect to the grading 
pattern, then it is quite easy to compute the maxlinum allowable loading of 
the trunks for a given probability of a busy signal. The following table 
indicates some sample values for 30 or more trunks: 

probability of busy signa l 

.01 

.05 

. 1 

allowable loading of trunks 

70% 
85% 
90% 

A tendency to allocate telephone numbers to contiguous offices in blocks 
makes the randomness assumption a bit artificial, but the above loading 
figures suggest the order of magnitude of the problem. Note that for data' 
service, a much lower busy signal probability is required thaL for voice 
service, since in data service long holding tlines cause succe.ssive attempts 
to call to encounter the same busy condition rather than a statistically 
different exchange condition. 

----------------- - ... L .. 
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runs to a connector, a th',-l type of specialized stepping switch which has 

each of the 100 possible L;;; __ ephone mu:nbers attached to its 100 positions. 

The third And fourth dialed digits then move the connector to the correct 

leve l and position in that level respectively and the connection is completed; 

or a busy signal is returned, depending on the status of the sleeve lead of 

the particular loop which was called. 

This latter connection strategy, while simple, has the implication 

that each group of 100 contiguous telephone numbers must have some number of 

connectors (say 12) dedicated to it; that number (12) represents the 

maximum number of simultaneous conversations which can terminate on those 

100 lines. In particular, if a computer port is assigned to a 4 digit 

(loop) number rather than a one digit (auxiliary trunk) number, it must be 

presumed that one connector in that 100 line group is dedicated to serving 

that computer port. If insufficient connectors are provided, or they are 

incorrectly graded, busy signals at the second selector will prevent use of 

that computer port. 

In the discus sion above, no mention was made of allocation of line

finders. Each block of 200 contiguous loop mu:nbers has assigned to it a 

set of line-finder/selector pairs, connected in a chain. When any of the 

200 loops goes off hook, the first free line-finder in the chain begins 

scanning over i ts 200 switch points looking for the off-hook loop. If another 

l oop goes off hook, the next line finder in the chain is automatically 

triggered. The cbain of line finders is connected in a ring, and different 

loops actually trigger the _line-finder chain at di fferent but fixed starting 

-- --- -- ----- -- - --- - - - --- - --- - - ----
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points. This t ech n7.rr' '~ J.s b tended to equalize the load on the line-finders 

and thus the outgoing trt'.'.· n, but it has an ill side effect. Data holding 

times are very long and all of the line-finders, selectors, and connectors 

involved ~n a cal l are tied up for the duration of the call. To provide 

adequate service, there must be a large number of line finders. As a result, 

any individual loop tends to always get the same line-finder/selector pair 

and thus always search over the same group of 10 auxiliary trunks when dialing 

a single digit . computer number. [A more elaborate version of the line-finder 

arrangement not used by M.I.T. because it takes up so much space, permits 

a "daisy-chain" arrangement in which each time a loop goes off hook it gets 

the next line-finder in the chain. Thus if a busy is encountered, by 

hanging up and redialing, one would be guaranteed to get a different line-

finder/selector pair with a different grading, and thus a new chance to 

locate a non-busy auxiliary trunk.] 

The 103E rack mounted dataset -- ------
This dataset is designed to be .used for a computer port and intended tC? bf connected 

to an auxiliary trunk, although it can be used for other purposes and in 

other configurations. It is connected to an auxiliary trunk by a three wire 

circuit , thus extending the supervisory (sleeve) lead from the dataswitch 

into the comput er room. This lead is used to implement the '~ke busy" 

option of the 103E cabinet. If one wishes to make some line busy, because 

of a bad computer port or a bad dataset, it is done by grounding the sleeve 
I 
I 

lead. There are three observations to be made about this organization. 

If the sleeve lead is grounded by the 103E "make busy" function while 

a call is in progress, when the caller hangs up h i. s ungrounding of 

the sleeve lead (which is the signal for all the switches to drop back 

to their inactive state) will have no effect, and the circuit will be 
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) held until ' u::. :~ "make busy" function is released. While this 

feature is sometim;_ handy in tracing calls, it should be recognized 

as a potential trap also, since the caller's telephone would be 

rendered unusable. 

If a 103E dataset is attached to a 4-digit (loop) number instead of 

an auxiliary trunk, the . "m~ke busy" ;\ln_ction carmot be implemented 

since the data switch does not provide.a sleeve lead attachment point 

for ~oops. T~ki~g . the 103E dataset. '~off-hook" will accomplish the 

same busying e ffect ' in. J?ri~C::iple, .. _although it ties up a line-finder/ 

selector pair as long as it is offhook. 
. . 

As mentioned earlier, certain auxiliary trunks have counters attached 

to them to measure busy signal frequency .. Grounding of the sleeve 

lead on these trunks interferes with the operation of the counters so 
) 

the "make busy" function cannot be permitted to operate on them. 

Further grading considerations 

It is possib c::, by using more switchgear, to push the solution to the 

trunk loading problem mentioned above back into the exchange. One could, 

for example, use 2-digit numbers for access to computer trunks, and give the 

caller a choice of, say five 2-digit numbers, each of which is guaranteed .to 

hunt across a different group of 10 trunks, thereby giving him a methodical 

way of trying all 50 of the computer trunks. If this strategy is chosen, 

two consequences result: 

Each "conversation" between a user and a computer port now ties up 

a line finder and two selectors, so% more switchgear than with single-

digit numbers. 
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Any computer ·,a l now has alternate access paths in case 

a bad dataset or ~F, .: · ch is encountered on one path. 

In order to assure tnat a busy signal is not encountered after 

dia l ing the first digit, there must be an excess of properly 

graded second selectors.* 

In principle, one would expect extra selectors (~$3.50/month) to be 

substantially cheaper than extra trunks, datasets and computer ports 

(respectively $29, $25 and $125/month for the 360/67 and GE-645), and 

this approach to the problem should be much more economical. Unfor-

tunately, the current data switch at M.I.T. is severely limited in 

physical space, and this con$ideration frequently becomes the controlling 

one. 

Debugging, Troubles, etc. 

A few general comments about how one diagnoses difficulties encoun-

tered is using the data switch are in order. 

If busy signals are encountered frequently on single digit 

computer number s despite observed loading below that indicated 

in the footnote of page 4, it is probably an indication that 

regrading can help. Information consisting of the caller's 

telephone number and the list of trunks observed not in use at 

the time the busy signal was encountered, is the most useful 

input to the regrading process. On 103E datasets, the list of 

trunks not in use is easily obtained from the cabinet lights • 

. ---·;,;?Loading 6£" the -8-eco"iia-seTector~~; -·ooeys · · ffie same -formulas as loading of. 
computer trunks, so the excess of second selectors :required is also 

--given- by the footnote oi1 ·page-·q: :··-· ---- --- -- --- · - · · · 
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If the datas~ , · ~'- ppears to make an incorrect connection, or a 

dataset does not a t<rer a handshake properly, an appropriate way 

to proceed is to: 

1. Leave the telephone originating the call off hook. 

This will hold the switches in position. 

2. Have the call traced at the Dataswitch. Tracing is 

done by Telephone Company personnel examining the 

linefinders and selectors to see what position they 

are in. 

3. Once the offending piece of equipment is found it can 

be made busy (by grounding its sleeve lead) until 

repaired. This applies inside the Dataswitch as well 

as to a particular dataset. 

) A very useful debugging tool is a patchboard in the computer room 

which allows connection of any auxiliary trunk, and some 4-digit loops, 

to any dataset attached to the computer. When trouble is suspected in a 

particular dataset or computer port, by connecting it to a 4-digit loop 

one has a simple way to be sure that he can dial to the dataset in question. r) 

In addition, if busy signals are encountered with a light trunk load, the 

4-digit loops can be patched into service to provide access until regrading 

is accomplished. These extra access paths are also valuable on weekends 

or evenings, when a busy signal, bad circuit, or bad dataset is el}.counterai 

in dialing via the usual path and tracing help is not available. 
i 
; 

I ~ 
!; 
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M. I . T. D.:: . taSwi tch Configuration 

level 1 

line finders and Telephone 
first selectors numbers Connectors 2nd selectors 

60 I lbcx 12 
12xx 12 

60 13xx 20 
14xx 12 

60 { 15xx 12 
16xx 12 
17xx 

1 18xx not in 19xx use 

lOxx 

50 

level 2 

level 3 not in use (level 4 proposed for 360/65, 20 trunks) 

level 4 

level 5 29 trunks to 360/67 (On order to replace 4-digit numbers) 

level 6 
Tie-line 
numbers Outgoing Trunks 2nd selectors 

61 6 (Bell Telephone Lab P~) J 62 2 (M.I.T. Lincoln Lab PBX) 15 63 4 (H. I. T. Voice PBX) 
64-60 not in use 

level 7 14 trunks to 645/Multics 

lev;el 8 32 trunks to 645/Multics 

level 9 8 trunks to 7094 CTSS 

level 0 32 trunks to 7094 CTSS 

d 
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